HARMAN
FENSTERBAU

BUILT FOR GENERATIONS

EXCLUSIVE WOOD ENTRANCE DOORS
PINE, MERANTI AND SPRUCE

THE EXCLUSIVE WOOD ENTRANCE DOORS

Bring nature into your home! Our unique Wood Entry Doors create a comfortable atmosphere
in the entrance area, welcoming you with open arms, so to speak, radiating peace, serenity and
security. The maintenance effort is manageable: the 4-layer color application, which promises
a very long service life, reliably protects the surface. There is a large selection of models, from
minimalist to modern and classic. The technology is on a par with the design and corresponds
with the latest state-of-the-art technology. Let one of our exclusive Wood Entry Doors convince
you!
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Please note that dark shades are only possible with meranti wood.
Errors and technical changes reserved. Printing technology can cause color deviations from the original.
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Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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OUR COMPANY

Introducing Harman Fensterbau to America. Designed and produced in Germany, our
manufacturing partner has been producing high-quality windows and doors for over 85 years
and is a recognized leader throughout Europe. Built to exacting standards the level of
precision and attention to detail is intended for decades of trouble-free and high-performance
operation.
All of our products are triple-glazed and far exceed current performance requirements for U.S.
window and door manufacturers. Our product offerings are clearly for the discerning and
those who expect the very best. Today, the family-run business in its third generation has
around 700 employees in three locations and produces 330,000 windows and 7,000 entrance
doors a year. As a full-range provider, Harman Fensterbau‘s manufacturing partner produces
Windows and Doors made of Wood, Aluminum-Wood, Aluminum, Aluminum-uPVC and uPVC.
Windows, lift and slide doors, curtain-walls and entrance doors by Harman Fensterbau are
used not only across the whole of Germany, but also worldwide.
Harman Fensterbau’s components are energy-efficient and comfortable, sophisticated in
their technology and ultra-modern in their design. They guarantee excellent heat, sound and
burglary protection. We offer a large range of design options in terms of color and shape.
“Each window and each entrance door is unique and individually produced according to the
customer’s wishes, for modern architecture as well as for the traditional sector”.
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HT A 20-327 and HT A 20-328

HT A 20-327 | Wood species meranti**
Color frame RAL-7016 anthracite grey
Door leaf larch brushed light
Handle BA 3032

HT A 20-328 | Wood species meranti**
Color frame RAL-7016 anthracite grey
Door leaf oak brushed light
Handle BA 3024* | Stainless steel strips

* HT A 20-328 only available with handle BA
3024,
3026 and 3032
** type of wood refers to the frame

HT A 20-328 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti** | Color frame RAL-7016 anthracite grey | Door leaf larch brushed dark | Handle BA
3024* | Glass Satinato white | Stainless steel strips

These Entry Doors can be designed in Oak and Larch. The color differences and rough branches are deliberately emphasized. The veneer
of the surface is much more knotty and lively like that of Oak. The expression of the individual veneers can nevertheless vary. The frame
is executed in a covering hue, so that on the one hand the traditional and on the other hand modern look of the door comes into its own.
Since the top coat on the door has only a very low pigmentation, an overhang is necessary.
HT A 20-327 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti** | Color frame RAL-7016 anthracite grey | Door leaf oak brushed light | Handle
BA 3009
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The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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HT A 20-329 and HT A 20-331

HT A 20-329 | Wood species
meranti** | Color frame RAL-7016
anthracite grey | Door leaf larch
brushed dark | Handle BA 3009 |
Glass Satinato white

HT A 20-331 | Wood species meranti
Color frame RAL-7016 anthracite grey
Door leaf larch brushed light
Handle BA 3025 | Glass Satinato
white

** type of wood refers to the frame

HT A 20-329 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti** | Color frame RAL-7016 anthracite grey | Door leaf oak brushed light | Handle BA 3009 | Glass Iso light
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oak brushed light

oak brushed dark

larch brushed light

larch brushed dark

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

HT A 20-331 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti ** | Color frame RAL 7015-slate grey | Door leaf oak brushed dark | Handle BA 3032
Glass Satinato white

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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HT A 20-334

HT A 20-334 | System HT 1-82 | Wood species spruce | Color RAL-7037 dusty grey | Handle BA 3510 | Glass Iso light

Built to specification, in our German manufacturing plants in Westerheim on the Swabian Alb and in the Franconian Schnelldorf. That means every door is produced particularly for you - completely individual!
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Inside view HT A 20-334 | Wood species spruce | Color LAS-30-12 | Glass Iso light

HT A 20-334 | Wood species
spruce
Color LAS-30-12 | Handle 507 H
Glass Iso light | glued dividers
The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.

HT A 20-334 | Wood species
meranti | Color NCS-S-6020-R80B
Handle 507 H | Glass Satinato white
glued dividers
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HT A 20-316 and HT A 20-302

HT A 20-316 | Wood species spruce
Color LAS-45-13 | Long plate BA 3510
Glass Chinchilla white

HT A 20-302 | Wood species meranti
Color LAS-44-14 | Long plate BA 3510
Glass Satinato white | glued dividers

HT A 20-302 | System HT 1-82 | Wood species pine | Color RAL-9016 traffic white | Long plate BA 3510 | Glass Iso light | Fingerprint |
glued dividers
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Inside view HT A 20-302 | Wood species pine | Color RAL-9016 traffic white | glued dividers

HT A 20-316 | System HT 2-82 | Wood species pine | Color LAS-44-14 | Long plate BA 3510 | Glass Satinato white

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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HT A 20-301 and HT A 20-315

HT A 20-301 | Wood species meranti
Color NCS-S-7005-Y50R
Long plate 507 H | Glass Satinato
white
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HT A 20-315 | Wood species meranti
Color LAS-43-13
Long plate 507 H | Glass Chinchilla white

HT A 20-315 | System HT 2-82 | Wood species pine | Color LAS-40-02 | Long plate 507 H | Glass Satinato
white

HT A 20-301 | System HT 2-82 | Wood species pine | Color RAL-9016 traffic white | Glass rods Color NCS-S-6020-R80B | Long plate 507
H | Glass Satinato white

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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HT A 20-333

ADVANTAGES OF WOOD ENTRANCE DOORS
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•

Natural and comfortable appearance of the material wood

•

Four-layer color application guarantees optimum protection and a long service life

•

Door construction ensures excellent thermal insulation

•

Shapely hinges support the perfect interior look

•

Special seal construction with high-quality silicone gaskets

•

Increased protection through burglar-proof security interlock

HT A 20-333 | System HT 1-82 | Wood species meranti | Color RAL 7037-dusty grey | Long plate BA 3510 | Glass Iso light

HT A 20-333 | Wood species meranti
NCS-S-5005-Y20R | Long plate BA 3510
Glass Satinato white

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.

HT A 20-333 | Wood species pine
RAL-9016 traffic white | Long plate BA
3510
Glass Satinato white
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HT A 20-305 and HT A 20-312

HT A 20-305 | Wood species pine
Color RAL-9016 traffic white
Handle BA 3012 | Stainless steel base
plate

HT A 20-312 | Wood species meranti
Color RAL-9016 traffic white
Handle BA 3027 | Glass Satinato white
Stainless steel weatherboard |
Stainless steel application

HT A 20-312 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti | Color NCS-S-7005-Y50R | Handle BA 3009 | Glass Satinato white | Stainless steel
weatherboard | Edelstahl-Applikation
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HT A 20-305 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti | Color RAL-7037 dusty grey | Handle BA 3028 | Stainless steel base plate | Glass
Side light Iso light

Stainless steel kick plate: Available on select models.

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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HT A 20-325 and HT A 20-307

HT A 20-325 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti | Color RAL-7016 anthracite grey | Handle BA 3023 | Glass Satinato white |
grooves

HT A 20-307 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti | Color LAS-44-14 | Handle BA 3032 | Glass Satinato white | grooves

HT A 20-325
Wood species meranti
Color RAL-7037 dusty grey
Handle BA 3012
Glass Satinato white
grooves

HT A 20-307 | Wood species meranti
Color RAL-7015 slate grey
Handle BA 3009 | Glass Satinato white
grooves

Inside view Modell HT A 20-325 | Color spruce LAS-30-12 | Glass Satinato white

HT A 20-325

HT A 20-307

Please note that the two reference pictures above and below (outside and inside view) do not belong together.
The wood species outside andinside must always be the same.
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HT A 20-335 and HT A 20-321

HT A 20-335 | Wood species meranti
Color RAL-9016 traffic white
Handle BA 3006 | grooves
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HT A 20-321 | Wood species meranti
Color RAL-7016 anthracite grey
Handle BA 3026 | Glass partially sandblasted

HT A 20-321 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species pine | Color RAL 9016 traffic white | Handle BA 3023 | Glass partially
sandblasted

HT A 20-335 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti | Color LAS-46-13 | Handle BA 3510 | grooves

Inside view HT A 20-321 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species pine | Color RAL 9016 traffic white | Glass partially sandblasted

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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HT A 20-311 and HT A 20-318

HT A 20-311 | Wood species meranti
Color RAL-9016 traffic white |
grooves
Handle BA 3032 |
Glass Satinato white

HT A 20-318 | Wood species pine
Color RAL-9016 traffic white | grooves
Handle BA 3028** | Glass Satinato
white

HT A 20-318 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species pine | Color NCS-S-5005-Y20R | Handle BA 3034** | Glass Satinato white | grooves

HT A 20-311 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti | Color RAL-7015 slate grey | Handle BA 3026 | Glass Satinato white | grooves

** HT A 20-318 only available with handles BA 3012, BA 3028 and BA 3034!
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The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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HT A 20-336 and HT A 20-309

HT A 20-336 | System HT 3-82 | Wood species meranti | Color RAL-7037 dusty grey | Handle BA 3510 | Glass Iso light

HT A 20-336 | Wood species meranti
NCS-S-5005-Y20R | Long plate BA
3510
Glass Satinato white

HT A 20-309 | Wood species meranti
Color RAL-7015 slate grey
Handle BA 3031* | Glass Satinato white

HT A 20-336

HT A 20-309

HT A 20-309 | System HT 1-82 | Wood species meranti | Color RAL-7037 dusty grey | Handle BA 3031* handle length 1000 mm | Glass
Satinato white
* HT A 20-309 only available with the shown handle BA 3031!
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Handlesets and Levers / Glass

HANDLE BARS AND INTERIOR HANDLES

GLASS

You can choose the handle shape and the handle length as well as the knob on almost all door models of the Exclusive Wood
Entry Doors. Exceptions are: HT A 20-318, 309 and 328. On these models you will receive the handles as shown on the respective
pages.
Exterior handle semicircular
Exterior handle round is
is available in the following
available in the following
lengths:
lengths:

Beside clear glazing you can choose eight different kinds of obscured glazing.

800 mm BA 3025
1000 mm BA 3026
1300 mm BA 3027
1500 mm BA 3028

800 mm
BA 3023
1000 mm BA 3024
1300 mm BA 3009
1500 mm BA 3012

Exterior handle black steel (shape
semicircular) is available in the
following lengths:

The round stainless steel
knob is available on all
models:

1000 mm BA 3032
1300 mm BA 3033
1500 mm BA 3034

BA 3006

Satinato white

Chinchilla white

Mastercarre white

Silvit white

Gothik white

Madras Pave white

Madras Uadi white

Barock white

Interior handle and profile cylinder
rosette in the same color (BA 3508)

Interior handle BA 3502

inside

outside

Interior handle in stainless steel on all
handle bars (semicircular, round and
knob) profile cylinder rosette with
cylinder cover outside

Interior handle square BA 3506

inside

Plano-Rosette

outside

On request you will receive the
interior handle and the rosette in
square loocking

On request you will receive a
rosette that is almost flush with the
outside.
(stainless steal or black steel)

For the doors HT A 20-301, 302, 315, 316, 333, 334, 335 and 336 you can choose from two long plates. Handle bars are not possible.
507 H

BA 3510

Long plate outsideInterior handle

Long plate outside Interior handle

Profile cylinder with drill protection and reversible key

5 keys standard

MIRROR ON THE INSIDE

All doors without glass cutout are perfectly suitable for designing with a large mirror (approx. 30 cm wide).
This is a decorative as well as practical design and changes the design in the entrance area.
The following doors are available with mirror: HT A 20-305, 327, 328 and 335

Handles and levers are included in the basic price (except black steel and Plano).
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Colors

COLORS OF THE HARMAN FENSTERBAU WOOD COLOR CHART
Choose one of our colors from the wood color chart. Please note that all wooden entrance doors are of the same color inside and outside.

pine, meranti and
spruce
RAL-9016 traffic white

meranti and spruce
RAL-7037 dusty grey

meranti
RAL-7015 slate grey

meranti
RAL-7016 anthracite
grey

meranti
RAL-6009 fir green

Please note that dark shades are only possible with meranti wood.

pine LAS-12-09

pine LAS-16-09

pine LAS-19-03

pine LAS-18-02

pine LAS-40-02

pine LAS-31-01

Colors for HT A 20-327, 328, 329 and 331
Installation of the door only in
a protected area for example
recessed or roofed or porched in
order to avoid a direct weathering
through rain or sunlight.
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pine LAS-43-13

pine LAS-44-14

spruce LAS-30-12

spruce LAS-46-13

spruce LAS-29-13

spruce LAS-45-13

meranti LAS-43-13

meranti LAS-44-14

meranti LAS-45-13

meranti LAS-46-13

meranti LAS-35-08

meranti LAS-33-01

meranti LAS-31-01

meranti LAS-32-01

meranti LAS-40-02

meranti NCS-S-7005Y50R

meranti NCS-S-6020R80B

meranti NCS-S-8005R80B

pine, meranti and spruce
NCS-S-1005-N

pine, meranti and
spruce
NCS-S-2005-Y20R

pine, meranti and
spruce
NCS-S-5005-Y20R

pine, meranti and spruce
NCS-S-5020-G30Y

meranti NCS-S-5040-Y90R

Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

oak brushed light

oak brushed dark

larch brushed light

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.

larch brushed dark
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Safety Technology

Every four minutes on average there is a burglary in Germany. In addition to windows and patio doors, entrance doors are a
popular entry-level path for burglars. With good security technology, however, the burglar quickly abandons his plans, because
he does not have much time to remain undetected. So the solution is to invest in security technology that has withstood the test
for a long time. That is why we place very high value on very good safety technology - already in the standard version. We offer
these security components at no extra cost. Trust in our expertise!

STANDARD safety components at all entrance doors

+

On request, you can upgrade all wooden entrance doors with the following safety component against extra charge.
Your wooden entrance doors of the series 3 are optionally available with RC2 test certificate against extra cost - the doors of the
series 3-82 without glass cut-out are already as standard in security class RC2.

7

Lock tested corresponding to security class RC2
When closing the door the latch bolts drive 20 mm
into the bolting bar via a magnetic impuls at the top
and bottom of the door.
Therefore the door is always closed - without re-closing with a key.

1

3

S
THE PLU

6

1

2

P4A safety glazing
The exterior pane consists of a composite of
two panes with integrated security foil.
Furthermore, the glazing is glued circumferential with a special adhesive in the glass
cut-out.
Thus, the glass connection is secured.

the main bolt can be locked with a key turn - the lever blocks for control purposes, as a child safety lock
and for maximum security.

6

2
4
5

3

continuous bolting bar: protection against prying on the lock side

4

cylinder with drill protection

7

1

5

interior handle in stainless steel with exterior ring rosette (ES1-part): serves as a pull protection for the cylinder

6

stable hinges: triple security on the hinge side

6

Models without glass HT A 20-305, 327, 328 and 335 tested in the RC2 standard!
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Object mapping may vary due to the system. There might be slight deviations in colour due to printing reasons.

Models HT A 20-307, 311, 312, 318, 321, 325, 329 and 331 with P4A safety glazing RC2 tested!

The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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Access Variants

All doors are equipped as standard with an automatic lock! By pulling the door, the latch bolts at the top and bottom of the door automatically move 20 mm into the bolting bar.. As a result, the door is always locked - without locking with the key. A day trap (also called
snapper or latch) is also integrated in the lock, however, the automatic locking must be deactivated for use.
Each door can be upgraded with one of the following convenient access systems (E-opener, M-opener).

Access system fingerprint *
(including M-opener)
The fingerprint includes the M-opener listed above.
The automatic locking and unlocking motor is thus guaranteed and thus the safety.

-

External access is not only possible via the key but also via the fingerprint
Pull the taught finger over the scanner, the green light will illuminate and the door will unlock
The door is always closed and thus provides maximum security
Our fingers are unique and cannot be replicated or get lost
Comfortable operation. You don‘t have to carry a key

Electric Opener
(Door opener electric door opener)
Integrated in the closing strip
For using, the automatic lock has
to be deactivated manually.

Variant 1: Integrated in the door leaf

Variant 2: Integrated in the handle

Automatic lock with M-opener *
(Door opener with motor-driven release)

Push bar angular 40 x 20 mm with
Fingerprint available in two lengths:
Handle length 1300 mm BA 3036 **
Handle length 1500 mm BA 3037 **

By closing the door enters without locking the multipoint lock in place.
The unlocking is done by pressing the pusher or
motor by e.g. a house intercom.
Advantages:
•
Highest security without completing
•
The automatic locking and the motor
unlocking are not mutually exclusive
•
Ideal for access systems for single and
multi-family houses.

** Installation height fingerprint approx.
between1350mm and 1600mm depending on door height and door type.

* By manually re-closing electrical opening options such as fingerprint or intercom are overridden.
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Technical Data

System HT 1-82
Execution:

Construction Door
HT 1-82
Frame + sash profiled or straight

Building depth:

Frame and sash 82 mm

Number of gaskets:

2

Glazing:

Triple glazing Ug 0.11
and warm edge spacer
Optionally, the following glasses can be selected at no
extra cost: Iso light, Satinato, Chinchilla white,
Mastercarre white, Gothic white, Barock white, Silvit white,
Madras Uadi and Madras Pave

Types of wood:

Pine, meranti or spruce

Surface wood:

4-layer color application
colors according to Harman Fensterbau color chart

Fittings:

Multiple locking with daytime function, without E-opener
but with day release
Profile cylinder with emergency and danger function
with 5 keys
3 pieces of 3-piece bands (asymmetric band seat)

Size:

max. size 45-1/4“ W x 88-1/2“ (1150 x 2250 mm)
min. size 38-1/2“ W x 77-3/4“ (980 x 1980 mm)

Thermal insulation values:
System
HT 1-82
pine / meranti
Model

HT 1-82
spruce

HT A 20-309

0.18

0.17

HT A 20-302

0.18

0.17

HT A 20-333

0.17

0.16

HT A 20-334

0.17

0.16

HT A 20-336

0.17

0.16

Calculation basis Ud value according to DIN-EN ISO
10077-1 (door 1230 x 2180 mm)

Detail: profiled version
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The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.

Detail: straight version
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Technical Data

System HT 2-82

System HT 3-82

Execution:

Construction Door
HT 2-82
Frame + sash profiled or straight

Execution:

Full leaf door
HT 3-82

Building depth:

Frame and sash 82 mm

Building depth:

Frame 82 mm and sash 78 mm

Number of gaskets:

2

Number of gaskets:

2

Glazing:

Triple glazing Ug 0.11
and warm edge spacer
Optionally, the following glasses can be selected at no
extra cost: Iso light, Satinato, Chinchilla white,
Mastercarre white, Gothic white, Barock white, Silvit white,
Madras Uadi and Madras Pave

Glazing:

Triple glazing Ug 0.11
and warm edge spacer
Optionally, the following glasses can be selected at no
extra cost: Iso light, Satinato, Chinchilla white,
Mastercarre white, Gothic white, Barock white, Silvit white,
Madras Uadi and Madras Pave

Type of wood:

Pine, meranti or spruce

Type of wood:

Pine, meranti or spruce

Surface wood:

4-layer color application
colors according to Harman Fensterbau color chart

Surface wood:

4-layer color application
colors according to Harman Fensterbau color chart

fittings:

Multiple locking with daytime function, without E-opener
but with day release
Profile cylinder with emergency and danger function
with 5 keys
3 pieces of 3-piece bands (asymmetric band seat)

fittings:

Multiple locking with daytime function, without E-opener
but with day release
Profile cylinder with emergency and danger function
with 5 keys
3 pieces of 3-piece bands (asymmetric band seat)

Size:

max. size 45-1/4“ W x 88-1/2“ (1150 x 2250 mm)
min. size 38-1/2“ W x 77-3/4“ (980 x 1980 mm)

Size:

max. size 45-1/4“ W x 88-1/2“ (1150 x 2250 mm)
min. size 38-1/2“ W x 77-3/4“ (980 x 1980 mm)

Thermal insulation values:
System
Thermal insulation values:
System
Model

HT 2-82
pine / meranti

HT 2-82
spruce

HT A 20-301

0.18

0.17

HT A 20-315

0.18

0.17

HT A 20-316
0.17
0.18
Calculation basis Ud value according to DIN-EN ISO
10077-1 (door 1230 x 2180 mm)

Model

HT 3-82
pine / meranti

HT 3-82
spruce

HT A 20-305
HT A 20-312
HT A 20-325
HT A 20-307
HT A 20-321
HT A 20-311
HT A 20-318
HT A 20-327
HT A 20-328
HT A 20-329
HT A 20-331
HT A 20-335

0.16
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.16

0.15
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.15

Calculation basis Ud value according to DIN-EN ISO
10077-1 (door 1230 x 2180 mm)

Detail: straight version
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Detail: profiled version
The proportion of the entrance doors may differ from the illustratin in the size of the door.
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